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LETTER FROM
THE PRINCIPAL
Welcome to the third edition of the Spotlight
magazine and the first for the 2017 school
year. Spotlight is the school magazine
where we celebrate the great things that
are happening across our broad range of
communities.
By Shane Hosking,
School Principal

In this edition, we receive an update on
the progress of our Early Learning Centres
with our newest service having opened at
the beginning of the year at the Paradise
Campus. We also hear from our overseas
school in Papua New Guinea, Sunrise
Bethel Christian School. Debbie Robertson,
who is in her new role as Director of
Teaching and Learning, brings us an update
on the Curriculum program setting us up for
the future. We also hear from James Gauci,
the ICT Manager, about our achievements in
partnership with the global company Cisco
and all the exciting new things happening in
each of our campuses.
I have had the opportunity to return to
the chair of running a campus this year,
filling the position of Campus Principal
at the Paradise Campus. I have enjoyed
the opportunity to work more closely with
a community and a highlight has been
promoting the school to prospective parents
through a tour or initial interview. Sunrise
Christian School is such a distinctive school
and it is joy to share the benefits of choosing
Sunrise with these parents.
Sunrise Christian School places a high
value on the role of parents as the primary
educators and ‘disciplers’ of their children.
Our role as a school is to be an extension
of the home through modeling the values,
beliefs and teachings of our families as seen
through the scriptures. Deuteronomy shows
us that it is the role of parents to impress
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upon their children to “Love the Lord your
God with all your heart and with all your soul
and with all your might.” We are to talk about
these commandments when we “sit at home
and when we walk along the road, when we
lie down and when we get up.” Deuteronomy
6:5-7. Therefore, we strive to ensure we
are actively communicating with parents,
recognizing their pre-eminent position in the
education process.
While we know we are not perfect, we are
continuing to explore ways of improving our
communication with parents and in doing
so, strengthening the bonds between home
and school. Technology is continuing to
provide a variety of vehicles by which we
can do this. We are seeing great numbers of
parents accessing the school app to receive
the information the school is providing.
Many parents are utilizing our teacher email
addresses to provide a convenient way
of expressing written communication. A
number of teachers are also now accessing
tools such as ClassDojo or SeeSaw where
teachers are able to post pictures, videos
and updates on student progress to a closed
group of parents within that class. Why not
drop us a line and tell us how we are doing or
how we could better communicate with you info@sunrise.sa.edu.au
We trust that you will enjoy reading the stories
and will be eager to share the good news of
how Sunrise continues to shine the light.

MarIon
SwImmIng
CentrE
PartnershIp
By Andrew Clayton,
Campus Principal,
Marion Campus

Sunrise Marion is a campus that has been blessed with facilities that would be the envy of
many schools. On top of that, we have access to the Marion oval, which is a high quality
oval and sports complex just a couple of minutes’ walk from our back gate.
We are also very close to the SA Aquatics and Leisure Centre (SAALC) with which we have
built a strong relationship. This has created many opportunities for learning, future careers
and several benefits for the broader school community.
We have negotiated for Sunrise High School students to access the pools at the SAALC
anytime they like, for no cost to families. Students present their student card, which is their
pass into the pools, and they are granted FREE entry. Negotiations for the use of the gym
for Grade 11/12 students are also underway as part of this pass.
We are also in the process of discussing a lifeguarding and/or swimming instructors course,
which would be offered to Grade 11/12 Physical Education students. At the completion of
the course, students will be certified and virtually guaranteed employment at SAALC.
Our school has built an excellent reputation with SAALC and they recognise the quality,
character and work ethic of our students. They are exploring other employment and
learning opportunities unique to our school, perhaps in the area of hospitality (café work)
and customer service. There is also potential for a scholarship program for one student per
year, fully-funded, to receive TAFE certifications and employment with SAALC.
Our primary school, inclusive of the metropolitan campuses, will be taking swimming
lessons at this wonderful facility. Our PE department, led by the very capable Mr Caleb
Cure, has once again demonstrated how, with some initiative and reliance on our allpowerful God, we can offer a program that will ensure we are a school of choice. The giant
issues of funding, facilities and competition are not insurmountable with God on our side. As
we continue to see doors open through opportunities like the SAALC partnership we expect
to see further impact in our school community.

ParadIse ELC CreatIng New
OpportunItIes
By Cate Tymko, ELC Regional Director

For information on our
ELC service, go to our
brand new ELC webpage
> www.sunrise.sa.edu.au/
early-learning-centre/

In January of this year, our Paradise
Campus excitedly welcomed a brand new
Early Learning Centre! This long awaited,
purpose built ELC has been warmly
welcomed by the Paradise community
and joins the Sunrise family alongside
our Morphett Vale and Whyalla ELC. The
Paradise ELC has offered many ministry
opportunities in its short life so far and we
know our community will continue to be
blessed by the uniqueness of our Christian
pre-school education.

Halfway through term one we saw the completion
of our Nature Play area. The children have
loved spending their time outdoors - exploring,
experimenting and developing their creativity
and initiative. Learning outdoors has many
benefits including an awareness of sustainability,
opportunities for gross motor activities which
improve coordination, team work, problem solving
and risk navigation, which are all essential to a
child’s development.
We allow for structured and unstructured nature
play, which encourages independence, resilience,
understanding of cause and effect, imagination
and discovery, plus so much more! We capitalise
on every opportunity to share God’s creation with
the children to build upon their faith and instill a
sense of wonder in their environment. We would
love to invite you to come and see our new ELC
at Paradise first hand.
sunrise.sa.edu.au
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HAVE YOU SEEN OUR
NEW WEBSITE?
Through the second half of 2016, a team of people
worked tirelessly to update the Sunrise Christian
School website. You may have seen it already but
if you haven’t, make sure you go and check it out.
The aim is that the website would reflect the warm
and welcoming spirit that makes Sunrise Christian
School so special whilst providing the information
that parents are seeking. A great deal of time was
put into making sure that the website wasn’t just
an information overload that is difficult to navigate.
Therefore, the entire site has been designed giving
consideration to the enrolment journey for parents,
providing the right information at the right time.
This means that the website gives a clear
representation of our school community, who we
are, what we believe and what we offer. The site
then leads people to make contact with us and
come in for a tea or coffee. We think it is great, but
make sure you have a look for yourself.
Why don’t you then go and see our
Facebook page @sunrisechristianschoolsa
and let us know what you think.

Our Brand Comes to LIfe!
The new vibrant imagery showcases the biblical foundations of Sunrise Christian School.
Our students and families love the changes and we have been witness to many excited responses!

The CIsco Exemplar PrograM
puts SunrIse on the Map

By James Gauci, ICT Manager

In partnership with Cisco
information technology systems, Sunrise
Christian School has taken huge leaps
in providing innovative and forward
thinking IT solutions. In 2016, Sunrise
was accepted into the very exclusive
Exemplar School’s program, putting us
on the map in the IT space.
In a school environment, we often don’t
realise the complexities of managing
and supporting diverse technologies
across many locations. This is one
of the reasons why Sunrise Christian
School is a unique organisation.
Technology empowerment is at the
heart of everything I aim to achieve at
Sunrise. By providing teaching staff the
ability to leave their familiar boundaries
with technology, we are delivering
immersive learning experiences for our
students. Centralising our Sunrise ICT
operations at the Fullarton Campus has
enabled us to streamline technology
management across all campuses,
utilising “single pane of glass” software
and hardware.
We chose Cisco as our preferred
network equipment partner due to
unique features that allow our staff
and students to collaborate and share
content requiring zero configuration.
This is integral in an organisation
where we support Sunrise communities
spanning more than 1000 kilometres
and part of our philosophy that ICT
should be seamless.

In 2016, Apple and Cisco partnered to
ensure their products work seamlessly
with each other. With the release of iOS
9 (the operating system on iPhones and
iPads) Apple worked closely with Cisco
to optimise the iPhone to work natively
with Cisco’s Unified Communications
Manager platform allowing people to
utilise their personal or school issued
smartphone as part of the schools’
phone system without the assistance
of the IT support. Relationships like
these are critical in ensuring that the
tools placed in the hands of students
and teachers are tried and tested, and
scalable for the variety of tasks they use
their devices for every day.
Four years ago, the Sunrise network
(all campuses) was barely capable
of handling 200-250 devices
simultaneously. In 2017, we support
more than 750 simultaneously
connected mobile devices including
laptops, tablets and phones. Key
features are printing with zero
configuration using AirPrint, video
streaming with AirPlay on Apple TVs,
cloud storage using NextCloud and web
services such as Office365, SEQTA and
Origo. The demands and expectations of
our schools provide the drive to continue
building infrastructure that allows staff
the flexibility they need to deliver tailored
learning environments for students.
This environment would not have been
possible if we hadn’t leveraged the
Apple/Cisco partnership.

Over the past three years, the Sunrise
Christian School and Cisco partnership
has continued to flourish. Towards the
conclusion of 2016, I had the privilege
of accepting Sunrise as part of Cisco’s
Exemplar Schools program. For the past
several years, Cisco has taken a keen
interest in the developments at Sunrise,
and our ability to “push the boundaries”
with technology in education. As a result,
Sunrise Christian School is proudly one
of only a handful of schools in South
Australia with this exciting privilege,
putting Sunrise “on the map” in the IT
education community.
The Cisco Exemplar program gives
Sunrise access to Cisco products and
technologies that previously wouldn’t
have been possible, allowing our
schools to implement equipment with
greater capability and functionality than
comparable schools.
In addition to the many other ICT
projects for 2017 at Sunrise, we will be
launching a whole new communications
platform. The major objective of this
rollout is to consolidate our phone
systems across all campuses into one
VOIP (Voice over IP) system, which will
open new doorways to collaboration and
learning in ways never before possible.
As ICT Manager of Sunrise Christian
School, I am proud of our achievements
as a department and look forward to the
new and exciting technologies to come
to our schools in 2017.
sunrise.sa.edu.au
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Schools

Adelaide
Christian
Schools

Sunrise Bethel
Papua New Guinea
Update

When Inspiration Turns to Action
The dream for a school in Papua New Guinea (PNG) became
a reality in 2010 due to the prayers and efforts of many in the
Sunrise family. It was this inspiration and vision that brought
about countless cake stalls, funny hat day and ‘civies day’
fundraisers from all campuses. The donations from parents
and children were invaluable. Stories like one student holding
a mini garage sale at their home and selling most of their toys
for PNG were not uncommon! This action from the broader
school community helped us send the first of 5 shipping
containers across to Port Moresby.
People like Caleb Cure (a Sunrise teacher who taught there
as an inaugural teacher), Jan Golding, Sabrina Baldwin
and Kerry and Peter Angel invested much of their heart into
making the project a success. There have been many others
who have sown their lives into the school and contributed to
the team.
Years of prayer, work and fundraising proceeded the first
container. We are thankful Roger and Jill Tumes (retired
Department teachers) volunteered with no pay, to go across
and be the inaugural teachers to run the school. They did
a wonderful job. More recently Roger (a retired department
teacher and previous Sunrise teacher) and Jacqui Page
(previous Office Manager at Morphett Vale) are currently in
Port Moresby assisting the Tumes’.
Roger Tumes in 2010 wrote:
“Having taught in South Australia for almost 40 years I have
found some refreshing differences in working up here with
both staff and students. The children here have smiles on their
faces that stretch from one side to the other. Some in my class
are 7, 8 and 9 years of age and this is their first year of school.
For them schooling is a new and exciting adventure. When
our end of recess bell goes they cheer with delight as they line
up. When they are sick they cry to come to school because
they don’t want to miss a day.
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Today, Roger says that “Teaching with such a committed and
dedicated staff has inspired us. Our staff come to work when
they have malaria or have spent the night standing in flood
water, with nowhere to sit or rest in their homes. They live in a
settlement, spending the night awake being bitten by bed bugs.
They wade across a flooded creek carrying a change of clothes
and shoes above their head in order to get to school, teaching
all day when the water is off and washing is not possible and
they haven’t eaten, morning or night. They stay at school all
day and all night, even sleeping on their classroom floor in
order to get their reports completed. Their commitment to God
and to the children in the school, their worship and faith is an
inspiration and a challenge for all of us.”

Challenges
“Our beginnings were small and for nearly half of the year
classes had to share readers. With the arrival of our new
batch of PM readers the two reception classes, with great
enthusiasm, began taking readers home every night. When
they took their readers home they devoured them. I often
asked, “How many times did you read that reader?” and the
reply was usually between 10 and 20. These are the readers
Sunrise faithfully raised funds for.”
Since 2010, Sunrise PNG has grown from 90 students to
315. Along with this there has been an increase from 8 to
34 staff from Papua New Guinea.

Changes - New Classrooms in 2016
“The building of the teachers’ housing and classrooms was
very exciting for everyone. 2016 also saw our first Grade 8
class sit for the National exams, graduate and leave Sunrise.
Their achievement was not just that they scored higher than
any other Grade 8 class in PNG and that they were all selected
for the High School of their choice, but also their confidence
and the depth of their maturity as Christians. Some of these
students have told us they are now assisting other students
and even their teachers in their secondary schools.

Book Week 2016
“For Book Week 2016 we gave the children the opportunity to
share their skills and love of reading with the wider community
at our local shopping center, Vision City. Over 4 days we took
the students, class by class, to do 45 minute presentations.
They sang songs, presented memory verses, read books
individually and as a class, dramatized stories, read book
reviews and poems and shared their own creations, all the
time encouraging the onlookers to read, especially their
favourite book, the Bible. Probably one of the most exciting
parts was how confidently students expressed their faith
through song, Bible verses and the many mini sermons that
were interspersed amongst the presentations.”
“Book Week at Vision City achieved far more than we
expected. We know our students are capable, but the level
to which they rise above and beyond our expectations
when given such opportunities always amazes us. There
are countless amazing stories, like the father who saw their
child be the first reader of their family say in all seriousness,
“What black magic is this that my child can read in only a few
weeks!” We know it’s not magic, but the Holy Spirit helping
the children!”

“Our end of year musical, “Are We There Yet” was another
opportunity for the School to reach out into our community.
The final performance on the last night of the School year
once again overwhelmed our audience of over 1300.”
“We believe we are just at the cusp of where God is taking
Sunrise Bethel, PNG. There are plans for a purpose-built
school, the possibility of land to accommodate our staff
and a high school and a teacher training school is being
investigated.”
“We are so thankful for the support and prayers we receive
from ACS – Sunrise Christian School and Temple Christian
College, the Church and School Board.”
In 2016, we also celebrated the graduation from Sunrise
Bethel of several of our first ever students. Lois Karukuru
was one of these students. At the graduation, she gave a
very moving and grateful valedictory speech. To find out
more about Lois and read her speech head to our website
www.sunrise.sa.edu.au and click on the banner titled
‘Spotlight Magazine’ on the Homepage.

sunrise.sa.edu.au
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CAMPUS
UPDATES
ALL HANDS
ON DECK AT
FULLARTON
CAMPUS!
By Kylie Clark,
Grade 1 Teacher,
Fullarton Campus

Our campus has been grateful for the care, practical support and parent involvement in our
community this term.
In an age when families have full agendas and time seems to be lacking, it is exciting that our
children understand and are witness to the love and generosity of the school community they are a
part of. The verse “...love one another. As I have loved you... By this everyone will know that you are
my disciples...” (John 13:34-35) comes to mind, as we consider the way our parent community have
united together to show love and support to those in both exciting and challenging circumstances
this year.
The parent prayer group fervently and faithfully pray on a regular basis for our school family, with a
desire to see lives and circumstances transform for our children, teachers, families and the broader
community.
We have had much to celebrate to start the year at Fullarton, and much fruit coming from the vibrant
parent community. There have been many new born babies to welcome into our campus families,
bringing both excitement and joy. This has been coupled with gifts, meals and a desire to help in
every way for both those new parents as well as those who find themselves in tough spots.
Our weekly Junior Primary Friday Fun-day encourages children to think, create and explore within
play based activities such as woodwork, dress-up role playing and creating items with nature. It
perfectly highlights the enthusiasm and joy of parent involvement and commitment to increasing our
school community, celebrating that school is an extension of our family and home.

Food and Coffee brIngIng FamIlIes
Together, who would have thought?
By Tim Heading, Campus Principal, Morphett Vale Campus

Helping new families feel welcome and connected is an important focus for the
Morphett Vale Campus, especially at the beginning of every school year.
Sharing a meal is an effective avenue for building community. Early on every year,
the Sunrise Morphett Vale Campus holds a New Families’ Dinner. New families, staff
and Parent Coordinators from each class are invited to share a meal together. This is
a wonderful opportunity for new families to get to know other Sunrise families as well
as staff members in a relaxed environment. We have found this time to be greatly
appreciated by all involved and it helps set the tone as a community-focused campus
for the rest of the year.
Parents have also been enjoying the introduction of the Friday Morning Coffee Cart.
Coffee from Harvest 10:2 has been providing the opportunity for parents to chat and
enjoy time together. Our Parent Group is using this time as a springboard to launch
the new Parent Room. This room aims to create a comfortable environment close
to the playground where parents have their own space to meet around a coffee.
Provisions have also been made to accomodate an area for serving recess time
snacks to the students as part of our year-long fundraising activities.
8
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MakIng a SIgnIfIcant Impact Together
By Shane Hosking, School Principal and Acting Campus Principal, Paradise Campus

“If you think you are too small to make a difference,
you have never spent a night with a mosquito.”
We are passionate about helping children to see ways
they can faithfully serve God and others. It is always
exciting to help children connect the issues of their heart
to real world possibilities. Children, although small, still
have an opportunity to impact the world in which they
live. Paul wrote to Timothy and encouraged him to not
let others look down on him because he was young,
but to set an example for all believers in speech, purity,
conduct, faith and love.
One of our students brought a concern she had for the wellbeing of her family
and friends back in South Sudan. Hundreds of thousands are currently without
food due to drought and civil war, with an expectation that the number could
grow to one million. With that in mind Angel wanted to do something to help her
people and so “Go Without Day” was created.
Classes discussed the plight in South Sudan and as a class community they
decided to go without something for the day. Classes chose to go without
recess, talking, chairs or classroom furniture. While raising over $200 from the
day the children used the tummy rumbles, the sore knees or the frustrations of
not being able to speak to remind themselves that there are people around this
world that suffer hardships much greater than this on a daily basis.
“Truly I tell you, whatever you did for one of the least of these brothers
and sisters of mine, you did for me.” Matthew 25:40

PreparIng Students for the
Future In Whyalla

Henry Engelbrecht, Principal,
Sunrise Christian School Whyalla

Sunrise Christian School is the premium choice of schooling here in Whyalla.
Our strong Christian vision provides a wonderful platform for our students to
perform to the best of their abilities. Our caring, well rounded and disciplined
approach prepares our students well for life in high school and thereafter. We
are proud of our students’ NAPLAN results, showing our dedication to the
academic side of schooling with some of the highest results in town across the
year levels. Community feedback on our students’ character and sportsmanship
in extracurricular activities, such as Pedal Prix, Canberra Trip and Combined
Schools Choir, shows the impact we are having on the families of Whyalla.
One of the ways we instil precious life skills is through our Stephanie Alexander
Kitchen and Garden Program. Students learn to build and maintain a garden
according to organic principles. An abundant vegetable garden is created within
the school grounds to provide edible, aromatic and beautiful resources for
the school kitchen. The program teaches students about the natural world, its
wonders and beauty and how to cultivate and care for it. It is designed to be
fully integrated into the curriculum and learning framework as it offers infinite
possibilities to reinforce Literacy, Numeracy, Science, Cultural Studies and all
aspects of environmental sustainability. It is an honour and a privilege to build
relationships with the children, the parents and families of Whyalla and share
with them the hope we have in Christ.

Naracoorte
Campus Focused on
PartnerIng wIth
the CommunIty
By Anne Dolan, Campus Principal,
Naracoorte Campus

Over recent years, Naracoorte has become
quite a culturally diverse country town. Due
to this transition, Sunrise has joined with the
wider community in seeking to find ways to
be inclusive and welcoming. Harmony Day
has been embraced as a colourful, fun way
to celebrate with two major events planned
each year.
On Harmony Day, there was a huge
gathering of high school, primary school and
kindergarten students in the town square. It
has become a tradition now for Sunrise to
dramatise a children’s story on the Harmony
Day theme of Everyone Belongs. The school
event concluded with all students, staff
and onlookers joining together for a dance
specially choreographed for the occasion.
In the evening, the community gathered at
the Naracoorte Swimming Lake for a family
picnic, with an opportunity to sample food
from the Afghan community and to enjoy
entertainment from local artists. This year the
MC for the evening was Mr. Haines, Grade
6/7 teacher at Sunrise. At dusk, brightly lit
lanterns were set to float on the lake as
part of the Wish Festival, each one carrying
a message of hope and peace for the
community. Sunrise is pleased to be part of
this wonderful community event each year.

sunrise.sa.edu.au
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SPORTS UPDATE
At Sunrise Christian School, Physical Education includes the
teaching and training of students in the area of their physical
development. This encompasses everything from personal
fitness and sporting skill to sportsmanship and teamwork.
The program aims to provide an opportunity for every child to
shine and be the best that they can be. As with everything we
do at Sunrise, the Physical Education program is based on
biblical principles.
We believe in encouraging whole-hearted effort for God
(Colossians 3:23), careful attention to health and wellbeing
because our bodies are “temples of the Holy Spirit,”
(1 Corinthians 6:19), and cooperation as we live in unity with
one another.
As part of the Physical Education program at Sunrise, there
have been many opportunities for students to participate and
achieve so far in 2017.

Upper Primary Sports Day
All the upper primary students from the 6 Sunrise Christian
School locations came together in term one at the SA Athletics
Stadium. The day was a great success and saw many parents
and friends come out and celebrate the comradery and cheer
on the students. Sports Day is always a wonderful opportunity
to compete with a positive spirit and also to build relationships
across campuses. Team Kepler finished the day victors and
the team captains gave an inspiring and grace-filled speech,
thanking the entire school community, their opposition and
then their teammates.
Cross Country
Cross Country this year was held at Linear Park, in Paradise,
and the weather allowed for a glorious day of competition.
The top 8 finishers in each race went on to represent Sunrise
in the SACSA Cross Country event on May 26th, where they
were joined by students from our Naracoorte Campus.
South Australia Christian School Sports Association
Athletics (SACSA)
Sunrise Christian School Primary students recently competed
in SACSA Athletics against other schools from our state.
73 students from Sunrise competed in the various athletic
disciplines, bringing their best efforts, and as a school finished
third on the day.
High School SACSA Athletics was in week 9 of term one,
where the Sunrise Senior School competed in the Division
One competition. Other schools in our division had a clear
numbers advantage, although the spirit and effort shown by
our students is something we are more than proud of. The
Senior School team was able to finish 5th at the meet.
Secondary School Sports South Australia Athletics
(SSSSA)
The SSSSA Athletics meet this year was a great success for
Sunrise. The boys took the overall Boys Championship shield
and Sunrise finished 3rd in the combined competition. One
highlight from the day was a new state record which was set
by Markus Robberts in the javelin. Markus threw a whopping
62.89m to get his name etched in the SSSSA history books.
Our senior school has had great success this year so far with
8 individual students achieving their standards of excellence
across 16 different events. The standards of excellence are a
benchmark for sport in SA and place these students in the top
5% in their field.
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We are extremely proud of all the Sunrise Christian School
students, for their achievements, effort and the spirit in which
they compete and encourage one another.

CreatIng Cultures
of ThInkIng,
CurrIculum for
the Future
Debbie Robertson, Director of Teaching and Learning

At Sunrise Christian School, we aim to provide a solid
Christian foundation, the best learning opportunities and the
finest preparation for future learning, employment and life.
2017 is an exciting year for our school as we begin a review
of our curriculum and pedagogy, ensuring we maintain and
highlight our Christian worldview in every area of our school,
whilst teaching the requirements of the Australian Curriculum
with excellence.
Be assured, we have a wonderful Christian culture in our
school and we provide a quality education for the students
in our care. We have an amazing team of educators, with
a wide range of skills and expertise who have a love and
passion for what they do. It is, however, wise to be aware of
what new educational research tells us about learning, in the
technological age we live in, and to regularly monitor, review
and adjust our practice.
In 2016, I was invited by the Association of Independent
Schools of South Australia to organise a team of teachers
to participate in a three-year project with Ron Ritchhart, the
Senior Research Associate for Project Zero from Harvard
Graduate School of Education. To help us think about what
makes a quality education and about the purpose of schooling
in our society, Ron began with a simple question. This question
is as relevant for parents as it is for teachers.
What do you want the children you teach to be like as adults?

*Image wil go in here

No matter where he is in the world, the collective answers to
this question are similar;
“We are hoping for someone who is curious, engaged, able to
persevere, empathetic, willing to take risks and try new things,
a go getter, able to problem solve, creative, passionate about
something, a listener, open-minded, healthy, committed to the
community, respectful, analytical, inquisitive, a lifelong learner,
an avid reader, a critical consumer, helpful, compassionate,
able to take a global view, willing to learn from his or her
mistakes, collaborative, imaginative, enthusiastic, adaptable,
able to ask good questions, able to connect, well rounded, a
critical thinker…”
Ron’s research has also identified the skills that today’s
employers are seeking, which reveal similar descriptors.
Developing students’ thinking dispositions, making students’
thinking visible, and the crucial role of classroom culture
in supporting and shaping learning are core to Ron’s
teaching. He and his associates have identified 8 cultural
forces that shape student learning: expectations; language;
time; modelling; opportunities; routines; interactions and
environment. As a team, we have been reviewing the culture
of learning in our school in relation to these 8 forces and
identifying areas we would like to explore and develop
further. We are working with and encouraging teachers from
every Sunrise Christian School campus to be thinking about
thinking; in their planning, in their conversations, in their
expectations, in their classroom organisation and in their
learning spaces.
Connecting with this project has been incredibly inspiring and
has already provided tools, resources and ongoing support to
focus on thinking skills in our school communities. Ensuring
rigorous knowledge, skills and creative and critical thinking
are intertwined and working together in the culture of our school
will provide our students with ongoing engagement in their
learning and the best opportunity for success in the future.
Creating Cultures of Thinking by Ron Ritchhart
For more information on our approach to curriculum and
learning go to www.sunrise.sa.edu.au/learning/
or contact us today.
sunrise.sa.edu.au
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WHERE ARE
THEY NOW?

Jared Henkgen was a Sunrise Christian School student all the way from
Reception through to grade 12. He must have enjoyed it because he came
back and is now the OSHC Director at the Marion Campus. Below Jared
shares with us what made his time as a student at Sunrise so special, and
how that has impacted what he is doing today.
“In looking back at my time at Sunrise, I really appreciated everything! I know that’s not
specific, but to be completely honest I’m so thankful and blessed to have been a part of a
vibrant, life-bringing community of people that loved, cared and pushed me forward.
I went to Sunrise for my entire schooling with my two sisters; beginning at Fullarton Campus
and then moving to Marion when the campus first opened in 2002. Growing up at Sunrise
and being surrounded by teachers who constantly encouraged, helped lay a firm foundation
for my faith and I’ve never looked back. One of the teachers that truly impacted me was
Mr. Brett Western. Throughout my last two years of high school Mr. Western was my math
teacher and even though I wasn’t great at maths (nor did I like it), I really enjoyed having him
as a teacher. He was always free for a chat in-between classes or during recess or lunch, he
never made me feel like I was bothering him and always encouraged me to give it all I had.
High school brought with it many great memories and sporting achievements. In Grade 9
we did indoor soccer with Mr. Kowald. Before the season had even started we (being young,
confident teenagers) had said to Mr. Kowald that we’d go the entire year undefeated. Mr
Kowald chuckled, not taking us seriously. So, we said that if we could do it he would have to
buy us all lunch, to which he agreed. Spurred on by support from our teachers and classmates,
as well as the desire to prove we could do it, we remained undefeated. So, on the last day of
the year Mr. Kowald celebrated our achievement with us and we enjoyed our lunch!
In 2012, I graduated high school at Sunrise Christian School Marion. Towards the end of last
year, I was praying and felt God lay a new desire on my heart to start studying my Bachelor
of Early Childhood Education. At the time, I was working full-time managing a childcare
centre where I had been for 4 years. It was a real step of faith for me to trust God and move
to a job that didn’t have as many hours but allowed the flexibility to study. Now, I find myself
as the OSHC Director at Marion Campus.
I love that I’m part of a wider school family and get the opportunity to spend time with the
students in a relaxed environment before and after school. I feel as though I’m able to connect
with them more personally and encourage them to be the best that they can be, in the same
way that I was encouraged during my years at Sunrise. Day to day at OSHC is always
different. With the changing groups of children coming in, to the varying planned activities.
Then there’s what each child brings personality wise. It’s always a new and fun day!

Sunrise Christian School
provides OSHC services, to find
out more go to > www.sunrise.
sa.edu.au/school-life/

What I enjoy most about my job is being able to provide a service that helps families, and a
place where children can have fun and be their unique selves.
I’m now married, soon to start studying again and back at Sunrise doing what I love,
leading children to Christ and helping them be their best.”

Sunrise Christian School partners with families to raise children
in an encouraging environment with a Biblically-based education.
To discover how your child can shine, join us for morning tea
and a Campus Principal’s Tour at any 1 of our 6 locations.

Book online now at www.sunrise.sa.edu.au
Sunrise Christian School is a member of Adelaide Christian Schools.

